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my’s Co-Artistic Directors Amaya Gurpide

and Jordan Sokol, in collaboration with the

artist’s estate and the New York Studio

School, this was the first major survey of

Seeing Beautifully: A Retrospective Exhibition
of Lennart Anderson’s Paintings and Draw-
ings was at the Lyme Academy of Fine Art.

A catalogue, with essays by art historians

Martica Sawin and Jennifer Samet and

painters Susan J. Walp and Paul Resika, ac-

companied the exhibition.

by Emily M. Weeks to observe, Anderson’s pictures represent

the everyday world through his process of

“seeing beautifully,” disassembling and re-

assembling his subjects until they read both

as abstract and real.

In the winter of 2022, visitors to the

Lyme Academy of Fine Arts in Old Lyme,

Connecticut had an opportunity to witness

Anderson’s unique vision through an un-

precedented exhibition of thirty-two draw-

ings and paintings, spanning six decades of

Anderson’s career. Curated by the Acade-

nce described by the New York
Times as one of the “most promi-

nent and admired painters to translate figu-

rative art into a modern idiom,” Lennart

Anderson (1928-2015) was an American

artist renowned for his mastery of tone,

color, and composition, and for a teaching

career that profoundly influenced future

generations of painters. Combining both a

deep love of art history and a tireless drive
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ABOVE: Still Life with Mannequin, Red
Cloth (for L. Lotto), 1998, o/c, 29 x 37,

Center for Figurative Painting.

RIGHT: Portrait of Barbara S.,1972, o/c,

217/8 x 18, Vincent Arcilesi.

LEFT: Street Scene, 1961, o/c, 77 x 99,

BNY Mellon.
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Anderson’s work since his death.

The Academy venue was particularly

meaningful, as was the tightly focused se-

lection of works: The traditional, sequen-

tial, skills-based art education that

students receive at the Lyme Academy

mirrors Anderson’s own training as an art

student in the 1940s and ’50s, and his

chain of instructors may be traced directly

back to Frank DuMond and the Lyme Art

Colony that centered next door to the

Academy, at the Florence Griswold House

(now Museum) in the early twentieth cen-

tury. In 2011, Anderson was invited to

speak at the Lyme Academy’s graduation

ceremony and was given an honorary de-

gree, confirming both his importance to

the Academy and its commitment to sup-

porting contemporary leaders in figura-

tive and representational art.

In so resonant a context, Anderson’s

portraits, still lifes, landscapes, and one

heroic urban genre scene, seemed particu-

larly at home in the Academy’s Chauncey-

Stillman Gallery. Each work demonstrated

Anderson’s affinities with the academic

principles of drawing and painting, and

also the independence and creativity that

a sound knowledge of art’s fundamentals

could inspire. Not coincidentally, this

connection between close observation,

foundational training, and individual in-

novation has been at the heart of the

Lyme Academy’s mission since its found-

ing by the sculptor Elisabeth Gordon

Chandler in 1976. 

In Anderson’s small self-portrait of

1965, the artist’s commitment to structure

and composition is visible underneath a
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simplification of colors and forms. Indeed,

here, as in all of Anderson’s portraits, these

formal elements only resolve themselves as

a human figure because of how he has con-

nected them on the canvas or paper at

hand. The “connections” in Anderson’s

works are made first through a framework

of lines that rely on precise proportions and

measurements—“those are often the only

things that hold a figure down,” the artist

once quipped—and next by a harmony of

muted or “kissing” (Anderson’s word) or

similar tones. Portraits are heads before

they are people; they are shapes before be-

coming a daughter or wife. Anderson has

been quoted as saying, “I’m not particularly

interested in ‘realist painting.’ I’m painting

surfaces; I’m painting how things fall to-

gether and separate out.”

Anderson’s eye throughout this process

was unblinking, recording unfiltered the

subjects he chose. Any sentiment or politics

or social commentary was tamped down,

to allow the clarity and unfettered en-

ABOVE: Morris Dorsky, 1990-1991, o/c,

161/8 x 20, Stone and Betsey Roberts.

LEFT: Self-Portrait, c. 1965, o/c, 10 x 13,

Orrin Anderson.

BELOW LEFT: Hammock, 1999, o/c mount-

ed on board, American Macular Degenera-

tion Foundation.

RIGHT: Still Life with White Pitcher, 1956-

1958, o/c, 26 x 34, Allen Model.

BELOW RIGHT: Portrait of Mrs. Suzy Peter-
son, 1959, o/c, 303/16 x 2615/16, Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York, pur-

chased with funds from the Neysa McMein

Purchase Award.
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durance of vision that his deceptively sim-

ple images required. This is not to say that

Anderson’s subjects aren’t special. In fact,

quite the opposite is true. Each person or

thing is special because the puzzle of forms

that comprise it is totally new and unique. 

Born in Detroit in 1928, Anderson

studied in his earliest years at the Art Insti-

tute of Chicago and at Cranbrook Acade-

my in Michigan, and later at the Art

Students League of New York. But his

most enduring education as an artist was

from libraries and museums, where he

found inspiration in ancient Assyria and

Egypt and the frescoes at Pompeii, and in

Puvis de Chavennes, Corot, Degas, de

Kooning, Roualt, Balthus, and Matisse. It

was in the quattrocento, and in particular

in the work of the Italian Renaissance artist

Piero della Francesca, however, that Ander-

son found a kindred spirit.

Anderson’s Portrait of Mrs. Suzy Peter-
son, painted in 1959, is brimming with

this legacy, underneath its surface calm.

Blocks of color and strong lines form a

scaffolding around the figure, uniting

background and foreground across a sin-

gle plane. The burnt orange-red of Mrs

Peterson’s shawl is repeated in the burnt

orange-red through the window and in

the stripe on the far right; the mid-blue

on her chest is echoed side to side, albeit

in different hues, and the soft gray-whites

form a cross shape around her, and

against which her head is silhouetted. This

color scheme and that cross are not acci-

dental, of course—nothing in Anderson’s

art ever is. They allude to the religious

narratives of Renaissance painting, to the

colors worn by the Virgin Mary, and, in

that swathe of yellow on the left, to the

shimmer of gold in Byzantine icons too. 

These references are everywhere in An-

derson’s art, but they are not at all the

point. His is not an art of imitation or

even aspiration; it is an art of distillation,

in which all the extras disappear. And in

this absence is the essence; in the blanks

we find Anderson’s deep and practiced

knowledge, from his schooldays to his last.

And that discovery is beautiful, and every-

thing we need.


